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Abstract

which has nothing to do with the solution of the original
problem. For instance,the discretization of

A defectcorrectionschemewith the first order upwind preconditioner is considered. By Fourier analysis the precon-eu" - 2u' = 0 in [0,c•),
ditioning properties for the secondorder upwind scheme,
u(0): 1, u(c•): 0
the central scheme and spectral methods are examined.
Since the eigenvaluesof the preconditioned operator are with central differencesyields a discrete solution:
complexthe GMRES iteration is used for the iterative solution. This procedure is applied to the Boussinesqflow
problemin vorticity-streamfunctionformulation.Numerical resultsare presentedfor increasingRayleigh numbers.

uE,h(ih)
= e-h i

ThisisanO(h2) discretization.
Forih fixedand-• -• 0
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Introduction

Here we consider convection-diffusion problems which can
in its most general form be written as

with C independentof i, h and e. But the solution of the
reduced equation is:

Uo,•(ih)= limu•.•(ih)= (-1) •
e•O

(1)

--eAu+ cu•:+ duy =

(2)

f in • = (-1, 1)2,

which means that for e << h the solution of the FD problem has nothing to do with the exact solution

u

where e > 0 denotesa constant, c, d, f are functions defined
in •, and g is defined on 0•. Such problems arise after

u(x)=e

a linearizationof the Navier-Stokesequations(or Boussi- For this special problem we further observe a boundary

nesqflowproblem).
Heree correspondts
to •7' Thepart layerwherethefirstderivative
behaves
asO(e-•) fore -• 0.
--eAu denotesthe diffusivepart and cu• +duy denotesthe

convectivepart of the above equation. Here we axe mainly
interested

in convection

dominated

flows where e <<

h.

Here h denotesthe step sizeof the finite difference(FD)

One possibility to avoid the phenomenonof instability is
to use upstreamdiscretizationfor u'. Cleaxly,an obvious
disadvantageof this schemelies in the fact that the method

now becomes only first order accurate. Hence it makes
scheme.For the FD approximationof convection-diffusion senseto use the first order upstream scheme only as a
problems one observesinstability. For small e standard preconditionerfor a higher order scheme. We analyze the
discretizations lead to a solution of the discrete problem
preconditioningpropertiesof this method for the following
higher order schemes:
• Mathematisches
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ß secondorder upstream scheme
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ß central finite difference

scheme

ß Chebyshevpseudospectralscheme.
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In the spectralscheme(see[5]) the solutionis approxi- Hence we are interested in the eigenvaluesof the discrete
mated by Chebyshev polynomials of degree _< N. This
space is denoted by P:v. By a Fourier analysisit can be
shown that the eigenvaluesof the preconditionedoperator are bounded but complex. Hence one has to employ
a nonsymmetric matrix iteration for the solution. Here
we recommendthe GMRES iteration which belongsto the
residual minimization methods. Clearly, for the general

operators:
up,

,

Eigenvaluebounds are obtained by a Fourier analysis. It is

wellknown(see[5]) that the Fourieranalysisalsoyieldsa
goodprediction for the eigenvaluesin the Chebyshevcase.

Lup
(Llup)-I
2 theabsolute
values
oftheeigenvalues
are
convection-diffusion
problem(1), (2) the first derivatives For
us and us haveto be approximatedaccordingto the signof given by
the coefficientsc and d, respectively.Thereforefor the iterative solution we recommend

flow directed schemes. Since

the Chebyshevnodes are dense near the boundary it is
necessaryto useline Gauss-Seidelrelaxation (in an alternating manner). Finally this iterative solveris appliedto
the Boussinesqflow problem in vorticity-streamfunction
formulation. We obtained numerical results for increasing

Rayleighnumbersup to Ra = 105.

2

Preconditioning
upstream scheme

IA•Pl
=

4-3cos
2•-• , p=l,...,N-1.

For(L•up)
-• L• they
aregiven
by:
p•r

[X;•l= cos•-•,p=l,...,N-1.
Sincecos•2N 6 (0, 1) we obtain

by

I),•Ple (1,2) and I),;•1e (0,1).

the

Becausezero is the lower bound for the eigenvaluesof the
preconditionedcentral schemeit is already clear that this
From the one-dimensional •nodel problem it can be seen method is not good. For the secondorder upstream scheme
that for e • 0 wb first have to find a good preconditioner we observedthat the imaginary parts are small compared
for the derivative operator
to the real parts. Hence a simple Richardsoniteration can
be applied. By choosingone relaxation parameter we obdu

• Clearly,the convergence
rain a convergence
factorof X.
speedcan be accelleratedby usingmoreparameters(non-

Hereweemploy
thefirstorderupstream
scheme
(L•up)
for stationaryRichardsonrelaxation[14]). As shownin [14]
the convergencefactor pk for k relaxations is here given by

preconditioning, i.e.,
__

dx

_._

a(x•+•)u(xi)if xi+•<xi
&'i+ 1 -- Xi

or

du

u(xi)
- u(xi_i)if xi-t<xi.
_

p• -Ir•(3)l-%,
where T• denotesthe kth Chebyshevpolynomial. In table
I we present p• for k:
1,...,4.
We recommend to use

k = 3 sincethe improvementfor increasingk is no more
significant. For more informationson high order upstream

In the spectral discretization we have collocation points

schemes
(/•-schemes)
we referto our paper[22].Herealso

Xi -- COS
0z, 0i = •, so that xi+• < xi, where• in the

the 2D caseand multigrid solversare explicitely discussed.

finitedifference
casewehavegridpoints
xi = ih, h = •,
so that xi-•

< xi for i = 1,...,N-

k

1. Now we were

interested
in thepreconditioning
properties
ofL•pforthe
followingthree higher order methods:
ß secondorder upstream scheme:

L•pu: •• (•(•_•)ß second

2•(•_•) + •(•))

order

pk

1

O.3333

2

0.2425

3

0.2162

4

0.2040

Table I. p• for k = 1,...,4

central

scheme:

Forthe spectralFourieroperator(see[5, 5.2.2])the eigenvaluesof the preconditionedspectral operator are

ß

peuospeai

½ee

X•
p

p•r/N-i• 'P
sin(p•r/N)

N
2 ''"' N
2
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and hence

the exact solutionis given by

p•r/ N

N

N

I'X•Pl
- sin(p•r/X)'p
- 2'"-•"

(8)

u(x) =

e;

-1

Hence the boundary layer exhibited near x = 1 when e -* 0

This implies that

I•;Pl
• [1,•] • [1,
1.57].

has a width of order O(e).
The pseudospectralapproximationuN • PN of (6), (7)
is now defined by

Thereforethe eigenvaluesare boundedbut complex. The
iterative solvermust be able to handle complexeigenval-

ues. Here we recommendthe GMRES iteration(see[a0],
jail) whichbelongsto the residualminimizationmethods.
Consider the general linear system
By ---- g,

where B is a large nonsymmetricmatrix. If v0 is an initial
approximation to the solution and ro- g - Bvo, we define
the ruth Krylov subspace

Km= span{ro,
Bro,B2ro,...,Bm-lro}.

=0,

=

collocation
points.
wherexi = cosi• denotetheChebyshev
In [3] the spectralapproximationis explicitly calculated
and finally one obtains for
,-•

I

1

oddN: u•v = .,+sTy,
evenN: UN -----•to+ •t.¾TN,I01

• O(eN2)-•

as e --, 0, e << N -2. HereT• denotesthe Nth Chebyshev polynomial.

Then the GMRES approximation v,• with

Therefore
inbothcases
UNisstrongly
oscillating
butfora

(3)

given e the oscillationscreatedby the boundary layer are
lesspronouncedif N is chosento be odd. This showsthat

vm

vo+K.

is determined such that the ruth residual r,• fulfills

(4)

ll..,ll2 = minimum.

An equivalentstatement is the orthogonality condition

(5)

r,• 2_ BK,,.

attentionshouldbe paid to the parity of the degreeof polynomialsto be usedin a spectral approximation of boundary layer problems. This example further demonstrates
the instability of the convectiondominated problem. In
particular, for evenN we can read from the coefficientsfro

and ft.¾that the approximationerror is perturbedby an

instabilityrateof O(eN2)-•
The GMRES iteration.is a robustimplementationof (3)The problem of instability is also well known for finite
(5) by meansof an Arnoldiconstruction
of an orthonormal difference
(or finiteelement)discretizations
if centralfinite
basisfor the Krylov space,whichleadsto an (m + 1) x m differences
are used(see,e.g., [12]). Here alsospurious
Hessenberg
least-squares
solution[31].
oscillationsare introduced by the discretization scheme.
This problemis avoidedby applying an upstreamscheme
where the first derivativeis approximatedby a one-sided
3 Stabilization techniques and it- finite differencestar. Another possibilityis to add an arerative
solver
tificial diffusion(or viscosity)term of the form -N-•Au
Here we considerconvection-diffusionproblemswhich are

to the convection-diffusion
equation. Now these methods
are stable and producenon-oscillatingsolutionsbut are

in its mostgeneralform givenby (1), (2). It is well known

onlyfirst-orderaccuratebeingbasedon solvinga modified

that these problems lead to instabilities for e << h in the

problem. Clearly such techniquesare of no interest for

FD case(see[9],[10],[13])andfor e << N -2 in the spec- spectralapproximations
sincethe high spectralaccuracy
tral case(see[3], [19]). Canuto[3] has shownthat the is completely lost.
spectral approximationsare affectedby spuriousoscillaThereforewe thoughtof other techniquesof stabilizationswhichdeterioratethe spectralaccuracy.For instance, tion which maintain the high accuracyof spectralmethfor the one-dimensionalmodel problem
ods. Togetherwith Eisen[10]we obtaineda stablescheme
by adding one additionalequationof collocationto the

(6)
(7)

-eu" +u'
u(-1)

= 0 in (-1,1),
= 0,
1

originalsystem.Hencewe obtain an overdetermined
system of equations
and the instabilitycausedby the highest
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mode is avoided. This is a certain kind of penalty method.
We proved stability independentof e and presentthe numerically calculated condition numbers for several types
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recommendan upwind FD method, for which each of the

first derivatives
u• and uy is differenced
according
to the
sign of the coefficientsc and d, respectively. The Laplace

of collocationpoints(ChebyshevGaussor Gauss-Lobatto operator is discretized by standard central finite differnodes). A drawbackof this approachis that the method encesandthe first derivatives
u• and uy in (xi, yj), i, j =
is not flow directed and therefore in our model problem

1,..., N-

for e • 0, e << N -2 the spectralsolutionapproximates
the straightline us(x) = 0.5(x + 1) (see[10, Figure2])
insteadof the boundarylayersolution(8). Anotherdrawback is that for overdeterminedsystemsno efficient iterative solverslike multigrid methods are available. For these
reasonsthis is probably not the best way to go.
A flow directed method is the streamline diffusion

methodwhichwasintroducedby Hughesand Brooks[24],
[25] for a finite elementdiscretization.This methodis

C(Xi,yj)
_>
O' Ux(Xi,yj)
•-- u(xi+l,Yj)--u(xi,
yj),
xi+ 1 -- x i
c(xi,Yj)
<O' •x(Xi,Yj)
• U(Xi,yj)
--U(Xi-l,Yj),
xi

of the standard

Galerkin

method

where arti-

ficial diffusion in the streamline direction is introduced by
modifying the test functions from v to

v + 6xcvx+ 5•dvy,

where5x = 5• -- O(h) and h denotesthe stepsizeof the
finite element scheme. Clearly, for the spectral method
with ChebyshevGauss-Lobattopoints one has to choosea

-- xi-

1

d(xi,yj)_>O'
Uy(Xi,yj)
•- u(xi,Yj+•)-u(xi,
Yj),
Yj+• -- yj
u(x,

< 0.

stable and no accuracy is lost. It is a Petrov-Galerkin
modification

i are approximated as follows:

For the

iterative

u(x,
Yj -- Yj- 1

solution

we recommend

flow directed

schemes. Since the Chebyshev nodes are dense near the
boundary it is necessaryto use line Gauss-Seidelrelaxation. For smoothing it is recommendedto use alternate

iterationsof FDHI (Flow DirectedHorizontalIterations)
andFDVI (Flow DirectedVerticalIterations).In the literaturethiscombination
is calledFDHVI (see[9],[13]). The
iterative

scheme FDHI

is a variant

of line Gauss-Seidel

re-

pointdependent
viscosity
givenby 6• = 5:•(x), 5• -- 6•(y),

laxation. Let Pi denote the mesh points on the vertical

where

line x = xi. We divide Pi into two subsets:

5•(x•)
ß =C•
. sin(--•)sin(/•r
•), i= 1,...,N- 1,
=
=
1
with suitableconstantsC•, Cy. Theseformulasresultfrom
the finite

difference

discretization

with

central

differences

(see[14]). The constams
C•, Cy canbe chosen
suchthat
the resulting finite difference matrix yields an M-matrix

(see[12]),i.e., its inversehasonlynonnegative
entries.For
the practically more efficient pseudo spectral method the
stabilization is achieved by adding the viscosity term to
the right hand side f. Here f is replacedby

Pi,z := {(i,j) ' c(xi,yj) _>O},
Pi,w :: {(i,j) ' c(xi,Yj) <0}.
The FDHI partitioning and orderingof the unknownsconsistsof the subsetsPi,• arranged in order of increasing

i, followedby the subsetsPi,w, arrangedin order of decreasingi. The difference equations on each of the subsets

P•,e or Pi,w are a collectionof tridiagonalsystems. By
considering
the meshpointsP• on a horizontalline y - yj
and dividingPj into subsets
Pj,•v, Pj,s we may construct
the iterative schemeFDVI. Finally one alternates between

FDHI and FDVI, resultingin FDHVI. For a more detailed

description
includingnumerical
resultswe referto [9]and
[13].Hanet al. [13]describe
a procedure
basedondirected
and the corresponding differential operator is modified
such that the new problem is equivalent to the original

graphs to partition and order the unknownsof the GaussSeidelprocess.This is performedby inspectionof the co-

system(1), (2). In [19] we investigated
this methodin

efficientmatrix. Nevertheless,this algorithm is expensive
for non-linearproblems,like thosecomingfrom the Navier-

connectionwith a multi domain approach for the above
boundary layer problem. Stability is shown and suitable
multigrid componentsfor the efficient solution of the stabilized problem are presented. Clearly, a drawback of this
approach is that high order derivatives have to be computed which makesit quite expensive.
For preconditioningof the original spectral system we

Stokes or Boussinesqequations, when the coefficientsare
solution dependent and require the reconstructionof the
directedgraph severaltimes. The penalty for sucha choice
is proportional to the number of meshpoints. In Section4
the FDHVI schemeis appliedto the Boussinesq
flow problem.

Defec•

4

Correcffon
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The Boussinesq flow problem

The problem specificallyconsideredhere is that of the twodimensionalflow of a Boussinesqfluid of Prandtl number

for i,j = 0,...,N

and
0

0

[-2PrAvN
+ •x(m,;vv;v)
+ •y(v2,•¾v;v)l(xi,
y•)=
r, ,• OWN

Pr -- 0.71 (i.e., air) in an uprightsquarecavity (seeIll,
[7]). The wallsare non-slipand impermeable.The horizontal walls are adiabatic

= ttat'r--b--•x(Xi,Yj)
,

and the vertical sides are at fixed

temperatures. In addition to the Navier-Stokesequations
we have one further equation for the temperature T. By
Ra we denotethe Rayleigh number. The Boussinesq
flow
problem in vorticity-streamfunctionformulationreads as
follows:

0

[--2AWN
q-•xx
(Vl,NWN)
q-•(V2,NWN)](Xi,•Ij)
-- 0
for i,j = 1,... ,N- 1. Sinceu has to fulfill two types of
boundary conditionswe chooseUN+2 • PN+2 fulfilling the
homogeneous
Dirichlet boundaryconditions.For VN there
are no boundaryconditions.The pseudospectralboundary
conditionsfor WN • PN are given by

w•(-1, y;)=l,
As usual(v•, v2)t denotesthe velocity.The scalarfactors
2 and 4 are due to the fact that we here define the problem

in (-1.1) 2 instead
of theoriginal
square
cavity(0,1)2. 0
fulfills homogeneous
Dirichlet boundary conditions,i.e.,
0 --

o0

-- 0 on 0f2

and T fulfills mixed Dirichlet/Neumann boundaryconditions

0

w•v(1,y•)=0

forj=l,...,N-1,

Ow:½
= •-y,
Ow•¾
{x,,
Oy(xi,-1)
. 1)=0fori=0,...,N.
This system uniquely determines the spectral approximationsuN+2, vN, wN. In the linearized versionthe
systemsfor determining u•;+2, VN and Wx can be handled separately. First, one solvesthe system for WN by

a SMG method,then onecalculateso•.,-;xi
Ox • ,yj), i,j =
1,..., N - 1, and finally one solvesthe last systemby the

SMG methodintroduced
in [18],[20].Hereweemployed
6
V-cyclesof SMG in order to get a nearly exact solutionof

T(-1,y)=l,

T(1, y)=0

fory•(-1,1),

aT
(x,-1)=•yy(X,
aT 1)=0 forx• [-1,1].
O--•
The homogenousNeumann boundary conditionscorrespondto the fact that the horizontal walls are adiabatic.
Now the equations are linearized by a Quasi-Newton

method(see[21]),wherethe velocityfromthe previous
iteration is employed.Hence we have to solvea linear problem. The linearized system is now approximately solved

by a spectralmultigrid(SMG) method(see[15],[16]).We
first describethe pseudospectraldiscretizationof the system. The functions 0 and coare spectrally approximated
by polynomials ux+2 • PN+2, VN • PN. T is approximated by a polynomial WN • PN. Hence vl, v2 are ap-

proximatedby the polynomialsVLN, V2,N• PN+2, where
O• N+2

U1,N
-- OF , V2,N
--

09'•N+2

OX '

and •,¾+2 • PN+2 corresponds
to the polynomialuN+2
from the previousiteration. Now the pseudospectralproblem reads as follows:

Find u2v+2• Px+2, VN • P•v, wN 6 PN suchthat

[4Aux+• + v•](zi, y•) = 0

the linear systems.
Now we turn to a more precise description of the SMG
method. We use the same components as already introduced in Section 3.

A somewhat

different

treatment

re-

sults from the fact that the diffusive part is now perturbed

by the first orderderivativeso

o

For an increasing

Rayleigh number the convectivepart becomesdominant.
Hence in the defect correction step one has to use a FD
approximation which remains stable also for an increasing Rayleigh number. Furthermore the FD problem has
to be solvedapproximately by a suitable iterative method
which also works for convection

dominated

flows. Here we

employedthe FDHVI iteration for preconditioningof the
spectral system. In order to handle the complex eigenvalues of the preconditionedspectral operator we employ
nonsymmetricmatrix iterations. Here we choosethe GMRES iteration. For a more detailed description of these
componentswe refer to Section 3.
By using these componentswe numerically calculated
for variousRayleigh numbersand meshsizesthe following
quantities:

10[.•ia: absolutevalueof the streamfunction
at the midpoint of the cavity,
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maximumabsolutevalueof the streamfunction.
The local heat flux in a horizontal direction at any point
in the cavity is given by
OT

Q = v•T - 20x.
Let us further introduce the followingNusseltnumbers:

95

Extension to 3D problems and
parallel computers
As alreadynoticedin [14],[15]and[16]the closespacing
of
the collocationpoints near the boundariesof the domain
introducesa locally changing anisotropy into the problem. Sincethe meshpoint aspectratios are large, multigrid methodsbasedon point relaxation are ineffective. In

the two-dimensional
(2D) casecertain (alternating)line

• f_• f_• Q(x,y)dxdy'average
Nusselt
numberrelaxationtechniquesare necessaryfor a goodsmoothing.

throughout the cavity,

In the three-dimensional
(3D) case(alternating)planereNusselt
number
onthe laxation becomesnecessary.These block-relaxation techNuz = 5• f_•• Q(0,y)dy' average
2

vertical mid-plane,

Nuo -

niquesare carried out in a suitable way, e.g., line relaxation

Nusselt
number
on usingspecialdirect solversfor the arising tridiagonal sys5• f_•• Q(-1,y)dy: average

the vertical boundary.

Theabove
integrals
inthedefinition
ofNu,Nu«andNuo

tems, and plane relaxation using appropriate 2D multigrid
methods. The tridiagonal systemscan be efficientlysolved
on parallel machinesby a variety of substructuringalgorithms, which include Cyclic Reductionor Cyclic Elimina-

are evaluatedby the Clenshaw-Curtis
quadrature(see[6,
p. 68]). In the tables II - IV we presentthe numerical tion. Johnson,
Saadand Schultz[26]discuss
the solution
results for different Rayleigh numbers and N = 8, 16, 24.
The numerical results are in good accordancewith the re-

suitsobtainedin [7]. However,for a largerRayleighnumber or increasing N the above SMG method is no more
convergent. The reason is that upstream preconditioning
is not good enough. Here one has to find somebetter ways
of preconditioning. At the moment we try to find improved
preconditionerswhere the finite differencediscretization is
performed on staggeredgrids.

N

l•Imid

tOlmax

Nu

Nu_•
2

Nuo

8

1.1747

1.1747

1.1178

1.1173

16

1.1746

1.1746

1.1178

1.1178

1.1178

24

1.1746

1.1746

1.1178

1.1178

1.1178

Table

1.1174

of tridiagonal systemson the hypercubearchitecturein the
context of the ADI method. Often, it is advisableto invert
the tridiagonalmatrix oncefor all in a preprocessing
stage
and then solvethe linear systemssimply by a matrix-vector
multiplication. In this case,the NearestNeighborNetwork

[23],[28]provides
the optimalcommunication
scheme.For
a more detailed information

about suitable interconnection

networkswe refer to classicalbookson parallel computers

suchas [23],or to reviewpaperssuchas [2], [4]or [28].
By using the standard Richardson iteration preconditioned by plane relaxation sweepsfor the 3D FD system
we obtain a method with a complexity of

O(NalnN) arithmetic
operations

II. Results for Ra = 10a.
if FFTs

are used. The Perfect

Shuffle interconnection

net-

work [23], [28]is the optimalcommunication
schemefor
N

IOImax

Nu

Nu•

Nuo

8

5.0713

5.0713

2.2474

2.1946

2.1870

16

5.0736

5.0736

2.2448

2.1946

2.1870

24

5.0981

5.0980

2.2340

2.2350

2.2420

Table III.

Results for Ra = 104.

this classof transforms. For a more precisedescriptionof

the 3D SMG methodwe referto [17]. Here alsodifferent
kinds of boundary conditionsin the different directionsare
discussed.Numerical resultsare presentedwhich showthe
efficiencyof our treatment.
For parallel computersit is useful to employ plane relaxation sweepsnot in all three coordinate directionsbut
only in one direction.

The latter are known as "semi-

coarsenlug"algorithms,sincethe grid is coarsenedin only

N

Ilmd

N•o

onecoordinatedirection(z-direction).That is, if the fine

8

14.3409

18.8519

4.4140

4.7345

4.7590

grid is an N x N x N grid, the next coarsergrid will be an

16

11.3720

12.3330

4.5030

4.5061

4.5313

N x N x N/2 grid,the nextcoarser
will be an N x N x N/4

24

9.1600

9.6530

4.5100

4.5120

4.5231

grid, and so on. Clearly, semi-coarsened
algorithmsare
cheaperthan plane relaxation algorithmswith relaxation
in all three coordinatedirections,sinceplane relaxation is

Table

101max

IV.

Nu

Num

Results for Ra = lO s.

Defect Correction

neededin only one direction. They are very robust against
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